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The IPIP: Neither All Good Nor All 
Bad

"What do 'good', 'bad' and 'ugly' really 
mean? We all have some bad in us, 
some ugliness, some good. And there 
are people who appear to be ugly, but 
when we get to know them better, we 
realise that they are more worthy." 

--Director Sergio Leone.



My Data Base
As the designated IPIP consultant since 1999 I 

have received:
– 418 emails from 269 different “casual users,” i.e., 

individuals who took one of my online IPIP 
inventories and had questions or comments

– 784 emails from 408 different “professionals,” i.e., 
those interested in research and practical 
applications

My impressions of the good, bad, and ugly of 
public domain scales are based partially on this 
data base.

Time constraints demand a sampling rather than 
an exhaustive list of good, bad, and ugly aspects 
of public domain scales.



The Good
IPIP scales are free.

– Creates research opportunities for the little guy 
who cannot afford commercial scales.

IPIP scales and scoring keys are completely 
visible and immediately attainable.
– Allows one to browse complete item content and 

download scales best suited to needs.
– Allows one to conduct item-level analyses.

Public domain status means permission 
unnecessary
– to use a portion of, edit, or rearrange a scale.
– to administer scales on the Internet.



Subject Line Testimonials
From high school social studies teacher:

“Subject: WOW! big 5 online without a million dollar 
license fee?”

From a Chief Technical Officer:
“Subject: your amazing test”

From a student writing her dissertation:
“Subject: thankyou, thankyou, thankyou!”

From a cancer physician:
“Subject: I am intrigued by your test: request for 
reprints”

From the CEO of an employee screening company:
“Can we work with you?”



The Bad
If different researchers use the same IPIP scales, 

they can compare results
But freedom to tinker leads to mutations of scales 

and non-comparability across studies.
– “To review, we are working with a large dataset 

known as the National Comorbidity Survey 
(NCS). The official information about the NCS 
claims that measures of Neuroticism and 
Extroversion were derived from your 1992 scales 
[…] Unfortunately, when we looked at the specific 
items used by the NCS, they were only loosely 
related to the scales in your 1992 article.”



The Ugly
Individuals without professional training might misuse 

scales
– I’m a teacher in a high school and I wanted to 

administer the Big Five questionnaire that is on 
you’re the [sic] website. However, I’m confused 
about how to score it.

I see that every question is associated with each of 
the 5 factors, and it has a plus or minus associated 
with it as well.

However, I am then a little confused about how to 
take the 5 potential answers a person could give to 
each question, incorporate the +/- and arrive at a 
score/percentile that I could use.

This person is actually “good”—at least he asked for 
help



The Best Is Yet to Come

Full potential of collaboratory yet to be realized
Thus far, we are sharing scales and research 

results
Next step: Making data sets accessible on IPIP 

Web site
Ultimate collaborative interactivity: Dynamic data 

sets
– Initiated by data collection on the Web for one set of 

variables
– Researchers can add more variables over time
– ..but getting IRB permissions could be tricky



Conclusion
My sense is that the potential good in public 

domain scales far outweighs the bad and 
the ugly


